the ensemble being mounted on the top of the cover for the oscillograph about midway between the ends. The larger cylinder has cut in it two slots opposite each other on the upper and lower sides. Above the cylinder ensemble is mounted a small tubular light bulb. Below the cylinder in the top of the oscillograph box is cut a small transverse slit, five inches long. The small inner cylinder in which is cut anywhere from two to forty opposing slots is turned by a geared synchronous motor which revolves the cylinder at the rate of one revolution per second. Enlargement of one of these pairs of slots will provide heavier time lines at half-second intervals in addition to the regular markings at one-fourth, tenth or twentieth second intervals. Light from the bulb passes through the pairs of slots in the two cylinders whenever these slots coincide, and through the slotted box cover to a 90 degree reflecting prism or mirror where it is directed forward through the oscillograph condensing lens to a second mirror and onto the paper. Fig. 1 presents a diagrammatic sketch of the timer and mirror arrangement, and Fig. 2 a sample of time lines at one tenth second intervals as they appear on a skin resistance, respiration and electrocardiographic record made with the apparatus. The apparatus was built by A. E. Berdon, Yellow Springs, Ohio.

L. W. SONTAG
ELTON HUFF
SAMUEL S. FELS RESEARCH INSTITUTE, ANTIOWH COLLEGE
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